Abstract. This paper introduces a restricted form of the axiom rule in calculi of Partial Inductive Definitions (PID). The paper argues that in calculi of PIDs the distinction between atomic and non-atomic formulae is not as clear as in traditional sequent calculi. Therefore the common restriction of the axiom rule to the atomic case is not adequate for this type of calculi.
Background and motivation
In sequent calculi of Partial Inductive Definitions (PID) (see e.g. [1, 2, 3] ) the axiom (Initial Sequent) rule has been modelled on the "Axiom schema" of the traditional (logical) sequent calculus (see e.g. [4] ). However, in calculi of PIDs defined atoms are in many respects more properly understood as complex expressions. We will try to clarify this point with an example but first let us recall some basic notions of the theory of partial inductive definitions.
Let the definiens of an atom a with respect to a set of definitional clauses D be the following set of conditions:
(Eq. 1) and define the following two rules of inference in a sequent calculus of PIDs:
i.e if any condition in the definiens of an atom is derivable then the atom is itself derivable (c.f. resolution);
i.e. if something is derivable from each of the conditions in the definiens of an atom it is also derivable from the atom itself (a dual of resolution). Note the closedness of the definition implicit in this rule. These two rules are called D-right and D-left and are used to introduce atoms in the antecedent and succedent respectively. The definition D is regarded not as set of formulae in the antecedent of the sequent but rather as a parameter to the rules of the calculus. This approach has number of advantages when we consider extensions of the horn clause setting. See e.g. [2, 8, 3] .
In addition to these we use the standard axiom (or initial sequent) rule for simultaneously introducing an atom in both antecedent and succedent: (Rule 3) and rules for introducing the ordinary logical connectives such as conjunction, implication etc. in both antecedent and succedent.
Consider now the following definition
The atomic formulas p and q both behave essentially as complex formulae The atomic formula f is not defined by the above definition and is thus "false" according to the definition (using the principle of definitional reflection or the (implicit) "closedness" of inductive definitions). An atom defined by a clause with an empty body is dually considered (unconditionally) true.
The atom a however has a different status. a has a circular definition. We use definitions like these to "open up" the implicitly closed world of the definition. The atom f has a particular "value" according to the definition -namely (implicitly) "undefined" or "false", while the "value" of a according to this definition is (explicitly) "unknown" in a more direct sense. Another way to understand a definition like this is that a is unknown as anything but itself. When we use a calculus of partial inductive definitions to compute functional expressions, definitions like that of a above are used to define "data", i.e. terms on canonical form. The datum is self-valued or self-replicating.
In traditional sequent calculi it is customary to restrict the applicability of the axiom schema to atomic formulae but as we can see from the above example this distinction is not adequate in the case of calculi of PIDs. We can distinguish
between four cases for an atom occurring in a sequent of which we are trying to find a proof:
1. The definiens of the atom is true. If the atom occurs in the succedent of the sequent this means that we have found a proof. If it occurs in the antecedent search must continue using a rule operating on some other formula in the sequent.
2. The definiens of the atom is false.
This case is dual to the one above. If the atom occurs in the antecedent we have found a proof. If it occurs in the succedent search must continue using a rule operating on some other formula in the sequent.
3. The definiens of the atom is identical to the atom itself, i.e. has a "circular"
definition. This means that we cannot (meaningfully) compute further on the atom using the D-right or D-left rules. But the axiom (initial sequent) rule should still be applicable. We will argue that this is the only case where the axiom rule should be applicable.
4. The definiens of an atom is neither true, false nor identical to the atom itself. This means we can compute on the atom. We can continue proof search in this branch of the proof tree using either the D-left or the D-right rule depending on whether the atom occurs in the antecedent or the succedent. In this case the atom is treated as if it was just a place holder for a complex formula, i.e. its definition. In this sense this kind of atom is not really an atomic formula at all.
Rules Relating Atoms to a Definition
For the purpose of the present paper we choose not to discuss the rules introducing complex formulae (built up from the traditional connectives) in sequent calculi as the choices involved for the exact formulation of these are in a sense orthogonal to the issues we are interested in here.
We can see the rules for introducing atomic formulae: the D-right, the D-left, and (we will argue) the D-axiom rules as a basic system of PIDs upon which we can impose additional structure by choosing various different (e.g. substructural [5, 6] ) formulations of the rules for complex formulae.
We would like to restrict the axiom (initial sequent) rule of the calculus to the case where the atom is truly atomic, i.e. is defined only by itself. A natural step is then also to restrict the applicability of the D-right and D-left rules to exclude this case.
First let us recapitulate the notions of "definiens" and "a-sufficient substitutions" in the context of variables. Equation 1 and rules 1-3 handle only the ground case. Originally these notions were introduced in [1] and [2] . [3] contains an algorithmic presentation with examples. Some variants and extensions 94-02-07 of these operations with inequality constraints are discussed from an implementational point of view in [7] .
The Definiens Operation
The definiens operation computes the defining condition of an atom a given a definition D. Let 
A-sufficient Substitutions
The definiens operation captures the case where we wish to determine if a particular atom a is an instance of some defined atom in the definition. An even more useful operation would be to determine if an atom a can be instantiated to some instance of a defined atom.
However not all such instantiations are of use to us. With the notion of an asufficient substitution, we capture a class of substitutions under which validity of proofs are preserved (with respect to the underlying (infinitary) theory of PID).
A substitution σ is a-sufficient w.r.t. a definition D provided that (Eq. 2)
i.e. if the definiens operation applied to the substitution instance aσ is closed under further substitution.
There may be several a-sufficient substitutions w.r.t. a certain D for a given a. It would be very natural to restrict the applicability of this rule by imposing the following proviso:
This proviso does not compromise the completeness of the calculus as there will always exist a proof for the conclusion of the rule if there exists one for the premise and the proviso is not fulfilled. To see this negate the proviso:
From this it follows that the premise and conclusion of the rule are identical under the computed substitution, i.e . In practical proof search it may of course be expensive to compute the substitution σ by some other means, but in principle the proviso does not weaken the calculus.
Note that in the context of proof search the proviso also acts as a primitive loop checker, i.e. terminates proof search in (some trivially) infinite branches of the search tree.
The D-left rule
The D-left rule can be similarly constrained.
(Rule 5)
for some a-sufficient substitution σ and (Eq. 5) Again the negation of this proviso implies that the premise is identical to the conclusion under the computed substitution and therefore the same comments on completeness apply to this rule as to the one above.
Note however that there may be several a-sufficient substitutions for a given definition and some may fulfil the proviso while others will not. The example
of section 3.1 below will clarify this fact.
The D-axiom rule
We introduce a version of the axiom (initial sequent) rule that is parametrized by the definition in a way that is very similar to the D-right and D-left rules:
( Rule 6) where a and c are atoms and there exists an a-sufficient substitution σ such that: (Eq. 6) and a most general unifier τ of aσ and cσ:
If not, the rule is not applicable. It is not, then, enough that the succedent is unifiable with some atom a in the antecedent. The definiens of for some a-sufficient substitution has to be identical to itself. This condition and the proviso of the D-left rule are mutually exclusive for a given a-sufficient substitution. It also means that the proviso for the D-right rule is false for all substitutions τ such that where c is the atom in the succedent.
This condition captures a notion of atomicity that is stronger than in traditional sequent calculi. Defined "atoms" are treated by the D-left rule while only "proper" atoms (i.e. with trivial definitions) are considered by the axiom rule. Again, as noted above there may be several a-sufficient substitutions σ, for some for which the proviso (Eq. 5) is fulfilled, and others for which (Eq. 4) is instead fulfilled. For each σ one and only one of the conditions is always true.
Replacing the standard axiom rule with this restricted form of the rule clearly weakens the calculus. Note e.g. how the standard proof of the following example fails because of the proviso:
3 Two examples
Example 1 -Cases
Assume that we in addition to the rules 4-6 above have the following rules for truth and falsity:
(Rule 7)
( Rule 8) and the following definition:
we can then construct the following proofs:
Note here the three distinct cases, one for each of the rules 4-6. Rules 7-8 terminate search in the syntactic (logic) domain. Other choices would be possible for these rules, e.g. rules for the linear constants of [6] or non-commutative logic principles for choosing an element in the antecedent etc.
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Example 2 -Functional evaluation
Assume we have in addition to the rules 4-8 above the following rules for implication : Moreover by using the restricted form of the axiom rule we eliminate a number of alternate proofs that would result in the following "lazy" answer substitutions for Z.
Z = s(0+1); Z = succ(0+1).
For a general reference to the methodology involved in using functional programming in systems based on PID see [9] or [3] .
Applications and future work
The main motivation behind this work is to define a calculus for PIDs that can be used for giving meaning to specifications of the procedural behaviour of a
class of logic programs. In [3] we defined the calculus DOLD that was used to
give an operational semantics of the layered language GCLA II (based on PIDs).
On the object level of GCLA II we could achieve behaviour similar to the one described in section 3.2 by restricting the axiom rule to particular atomic expressions. These atoms were in all cases exactly those that also had "circular" definitions. The idea of restricting the axiom rule as suggested follows naturally from this observation although the exact formulation of the rules in the context of substitutions is perhaps not so obvious.
Even in non-functional programs (involving e.g. various kinds of hypothetical and default reasoning) it is very common that we want to impose restrictions on the applicability of the axiom rule. The traditional rule is far too general. Restricting the use of this rule was up to now done by writing strategies and rules that depend on domain specific (object level) information.
The version of the D-rules presented here allows us to state this information directly on the object level in a very natural way, i.e. by giving "circular" definitions of atoms regarded as "data" (c.f. the example in section 3.2).
The DOLD calculus was used to interpret the rule (or meta-level) definition in GCLA II. We used functional (meta-) programs to specify the operational behaviour of (object-) programs and deterministic behaviour of functional programs was an essential property of the calculus. In [3] this was ensured by an ad hoc condition (based on the syntactic representation of object level sequents) on the axiom rule.
The calculus sketched in this paper generalizes this kind of side condition and allow us to reformulate the calculus in a more coherent and less ad hoc manner. With the introduction of the axiom rule suggested here the desired procedural properties of the DOLD calculus falls out naturally with out additions to the basic theory.
Future work includes investigation of the theoretical properties of calculi with this kind of restricted axiom rule. It seems ideally suited to our specific application, but it may have other interesting properties as well.
Our motivation is mainly computational, i.e. we want a calculus with reasonably deterministic behaviour. From a theoretical point of view, however, the partitioning of the term universe may have further implications. There is e.g. a question of the relation of the circular definitions to non-terminating computations, and in fact an other deficiency of the original formulation of GCLA II is related to this.
Another interesting question is whether the class of conditions provable by the restricted calculus can be characterized in some less syntactic way. It may be significant that the only examples we found so far of non-provable conditions are ones whose proofs involve the anomalous features of the theory of partial inductive definitions.
